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Strategic Planning Purpose



§ $2 billion awarded or spent

§ $775 million uncommitted

§ $190-200 million in new awards per year

§ Estimated $20 million in award reductions 
annually

§ Projected NET commitment rate 
of $170 million per year 

Award Budget
$2.75 Billion

$

Funding Runway

Current levels sufficient to last approximately 5 years
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§ Historically, CIRM existed as an initiative (vs. system) based 
agency

§ With a few exceptions, most priorities are aligned 
among stakeholders

§ The translation stage represents a significant opportunity 
for CIRM to impact speed and efficiency

§ Stem cells therapies continue to be disadvantaged 
(regulatory and commercial)

§ The regulatory environment is seen as a major impediment 
to stem cell therapy

Where We Are Today

Key insights from an honest and thorough assessment 
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Mission Confirmation

When asked, Board members and Stakeholders agree on 
CIRM’s mission.

To accelerate stem cell treatments to 
patients with unmet medical needs.
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Where We Are Going

A bold vision to maximize CIRM’s impact
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Three Strategic Themes

Integrating the pieces will turn CIRM into a stem cell 
accelerating machine
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Specific Actions
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Assembling the Parts

Integrating the pieces will turn CIRM into a stem cell 
accelerating machine
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Expected Results
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Financial Summary



§ There may be an insufficient number of meritorious therapeutic 
candidates to reach our goals

§ There may be insufficient interest from qualified applicants to 
participate in key competitions 

§ The current limited funding of the agency could affect the ability to 
retain or attract personnel

§ Investors may be uninterested in stem cell therapies

§ The FDA may be unwilling to improve the regulatory environment

Risks

Key risks include but are not limited to the following
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Beyond CIRM 2.0: ALL IN


